
The Child — Pillar of the Future

by G. Sicault

In its early years the International Union for Child Welfare
co-operated closely with the ICRC. Moreover, the Honorary Presi-
dent of the IUCW, Mrs. A. Morier, has, in a previous issue of our
Review, recalled the support which Eglantyne Jebb, the founder of
the Save the Children International Union, received from the ICRC
in 1920}

Since then, the Union has extended internationally and today its
membership is drawn from many countries. In September 1964 its
General Council met in Athens and the theme discussed was: " Invest-
ment in Child Welfare—an essential factor in economic and social
planning ". On that occasion, Dr. Georges Sicault presented a paper
in which he recalled how the " United Nations Children's Fund"
(UNICEF) was born, what its activities were and to what extent one
can today actively assist the international movement in favour of
child welfare. It gives us much pleasure to publish this interesting
paper? (Ed.)

The development of an international policy for children

When, after the Second World War, the General Assembly
of the United Nations created the United Nations Children's
Fund (UNICEF) it was above all humanitarian factors which prompted
the member governments to establish an international organisation
for children. Thousands of children who could not make their
voices heard had suffered terrible physical and emotional harm
through the tragedies of bombardment, separations, dislocation
of families, and loss of parents. The main task given to UNICEF was

x See International Review, May 1963.
2 The International Union for Child Welfare published the text of this address in

its International Child Welfare Review, Geneva, 1964, No. 3, and with kind permission
we reproduce it here.
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to assist governments in helping those who had suffered or were
still suffering and, thanks to the solidarity of the nations, to bring
help directly to the children who had been the innocent victims of
the disaster.

It was only three years later, following a mission to the develop-
ing countries undertaken by a group of scientific and political
personalities, that the difficult situation of children in these coun-
tries was realised, and that the assistance of UNICEF was orientated
towards them. It was well known, of course, that certain illnesses
recurred with particular frequency and gravity, that from time to
time there was famine or drought, that schooling was insufficient;
but it had not yet been realised how pitiful the fate of these children
was and how fragile was the hope which could be placed on the
human beings born of this unhappy childhood. It was then that the
U.N. General Assembly enlarged the task given to UNICEF to include
children of the still insufficiently developed countries, and prolonged
its existence by giving it a permanent character. •

Steps were then taken immediately to combat the most visible
enemies, those which affected most directly the health of the child—
sickness and hunger. The gift of large quantities of surplus products
from the Americas and Europe, particularly dried milk, allowed for
extensive distribution to mothers and children. Mass campaigns
were undertaken against tuberculosis which, it was feared, as a
result of the war, would break out again on a broad scale, and
against certain tropical diseases which attacked children in par-
ticular: yaws, malaria, leprosy. However, already then, steps were
taken in a number of countries to establish the first Maternal and
Child Welfare networks to fight against childhood diseases and to
prevent all the dangers which threaten mother and child before and
during birth, and during the first years of life. This involved, in a
sense, the creation of a health defence around the child to try to
prevent childhood morbidity and to reduce the mortality rate.
Although this work still had a charitable aspect, a spirit of social
solidarity and a willingness to integrate the protection of the child
into the more general framework of health protection was already
born.

This was moreover a necessary condition, if not enough in
itself, for the development of those countries which remained under
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the menace of these serious endemo-epidemic diseases. It was in this
way, subsequent to the international campaign against tuberculosis
undertaken in conjunction with the Nordic League of Red Cross
Societies, that under the aegis of the World Health Organization the
extensive post-war health crusade was born. This crusade was to
expand each year, and more particularly so as from 1955 when, after
a study by malaria experts, WHO proposed to the UNICEF Executive
Board that the latter organization should participate in the eradi-
cation of malaria throughout the world. According to the health
authorities, malaria represented one of the essential scourges
affecting children.

At the same time, the distributions of milk which had attracted
the people and permitted the forging of the first rungs of a medical
service, were changing in character; they were becoming the basis
for health and nutrition education. In most countries^ scattered
efforts were being undertaken in the field of health and nutrition
education in an endeavour to make the population better understand
the ills from which they suffered and get them to participate in their
own defence. In certain countries, " community development"
undertakings were set up by the governments; their aim was to
concentrate at strategic points, more particularly in the rural zones,
various economic and social measures with a view to obtaining a
more effective action through these combined efforts. But the
essential characteristic of this community development was the
active participation solicited from the people with a view to their
own evolution. UNICEF encouraged these initiatives and participated
in the efforts undertaken in the framework of health and social work.

Between 1955 and 1961, a new development was to take place
within UNICEF. This reorientation was linked with the study of the
physical and social environment in which the child lived, and the
realisation that it was not enough to fight against hunger and
disease; one could not leave out of account the economic and social
factors which determined the future of a people and, in particular,
one could not neglect the preparation of the child for life.

There could be no question of UNICEF'S attacking everywhere and
at the same time all the problems of the child, but the idea took root
that governments should have the last word in the choice of pro-
grammes, and in determining priorities, on condition, of course,
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that such selection be founded on a study of the essential needs of
the child as they appeared in a given country.

The needs of children

These considerations led UNICEF to undertake, in close liaison
with the Specialised Agencies, the United Nations Bureau of Social
Affairs, and the governments of more than 30 countries, a vast
world-wide enquiry into the problems and needs of children. The
broad outline of the situation was familiar; but the pattern and,
still more, the essential elements were ill-defined.

This enquiry revealed, in particular, that the child, even more
than the adult, was the victim of under-development and that against
this background of misery, disease, ignorance, chronic hunger, lack
of social protection, lack of preparation for life, the shades varied
from one continent to another, from one country to another, for the
characteristics of under-development—and their causes—are not
always the same. In one country the dominant factor appeared to be
disease, in another it was ignorance, in another it was lack of social
protection. On this static under-development, the demographic,
political and social evolution imppsed a dynamic capable of modi-
fying the essential data. First of all, it was apparent that the con-
sequences of demographic expansion were not the same in countries
already over-populated as in less densely populated regions. In the
first case, the population explosion could result in very grave
difficulties, by increasing the number of mouths to feed, by diminish-
ing the per capita income of each inhabitant, and by presenting the
State with extraordinary problems when it came to defending the
population against sickness, providing education or employment.
In the under-populated regions, the economic lag appeared to be
linked with the dispersal of the population, the lack of manpower
and its bad utilisation. In many regions of the world, the main
problem was that of migration of the rural population to the towns;
this phenomenon of urbanisation had multiple consequences of
which the child again was the principal victim. Whereas the child
might sometimes benefit from better care in the towns than in the
remote rural areas, his diet remained subject to the variations of a
market economy which supplanted his former subsistence economy,
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and in a setting characterised by dying traditions. The frequent
breaking up of family groups, the failure to adapt to new forms of
civilisation, the necessity for the mother to work—all this resulted
more or less in the abandonment of the child, or the deterioration of
his conditions of life in the social milieu.

On the political side, the creation of new States brought with it
the desire on the part of governments to act quickly from the eco-
nomic and social points of view. Very often the rupture of traditional
ties between the colonised and the coloniser resulted in economic
disturbances which reacted violently on the purchasing power of the
people, and on their way of life. This was a critical phase to be over-
come, more or less prolonged according to the natural resources of
the country, the political attitude taken by the new governments,
and the support received from external sources.

On the economic level, the situation of the child also remained
linked indirectly, but very closely, to the general econdmy of the
country, an economy threatened by competition and by the drop
in raw materials for export—factors which, in themselves, could
nullify all the generous foreign aid.

In this sad picture the miserable plight of the child persisted, and
the process of evolution did not seem likely to improve it, at least
not in the immediate future. Consequently, these many factors,
needs and problems, required individual studies not only at country
level but also—at times—at provincial level, in order to define, in
the general framework of government policy, the priorities on which
to act.

Towards a new policy

It was therefore no longer a question of limiting the field of our
assistance to health or nutritional aspects, but, on the contrary, of
offering our co-operation to governments to protect the child in all
fields, and also—and this was the essential point—to prepare him
to play an active and useful role in his village and for his country.

Consequently, in 1961, UNICEF broadened its activities to include
two new essential fields of action—education and preparation for
active life. But the evolution of UNICEF could not stop there. When
the United Nations decided in 1962 to mobilise governments,
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particularly those of the developing countries, with a view to
speeding up their development—when the Development Decade was
initiated—it became evident that the problem was not only one of
capital for the construction of bridges, dams, roads or hospitals.
The real key was the development of human resources without
which the political, economic and social life of the country could
not flourish. It was necessary to put people to work, to create cadres
in all fields—industry, commerce, administration, health, education,
social services, etc.

It fell to UNICEF to assert that this development of human
resources could not start in the factory or in the university, but that
its foundation stone is the child. It fell to UNICEF to recall that the
personality of the child is formed from his earliest years, and there-
fore it is necessary to prepare him for his role very early. Nothing
solid can be created in a country if proper attention is not paid to
such problems as the physical, mental and moral growth of the
child as an individual, or of children as a whole, as the basis of
future generations. Governments must study and get to know their
child welfare problems and then ensure, at family, community
and national levels, the satisfaction of the essential needs. Finally,
long-term, methodical planning is needed, taking children's prob-
lems into account.

Planning for children

In April 1964, at a round table conference held in Bellagio,
economists, paediatricians and government representatives made
recommendations which, founded on these basic truths, should
guide the aid which UNICEF can give to the developing countries
in the future. The essential recommendations can be summarised
by saying that it behoves each government, in the framework of its
economic and social policy, to invest considerably on behalf of
children, as these investments will prepare the future of the nation
as a whole. Of course there is no question of changing the nature
of the national plans which co-ordinate the development of the
functional services of the country, nor of modifying the different
governmental structures; but the accent is placed on the necessity
to think about the problem and to create for that purpose, at
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national level, a committee of competent people with a broad
outlook and capable of elaborating a national policy for children.
It is also necessary not to lose sight of Man—in this case the child
—when the various experts are concerned each with his own field,
whether this be health, education or legislation. The human being
is a whole, and it is necessary to co-ordinate the whole range of
these techniques for the benefit of mankind. It is necessary to ensure
that the child has his place in each sector and that the problems
arising in the " no man's land ", which may exist between different
administrations in a country, are studied.

The Conference also recommended that foreign aid, and more
specifically bilateral and multilateral aid which represent nearly
90% of the total aid provided to the developing countries, play a
much larger part in meeting the problems of children, in close
co-operation with the benefiting governments.

As regards the international organizations, the Conference
recommended that they study these problems at the root, and that
wherever possible pragmatism born of the circumstances and not
of an overall view of the problems, should gradually be replaced by
methodical planning. This planning should be based on precise study
of the conditions prevailing in a given country, and on priorities of
action open to the government, taking into account the country's
means, its natural and human resources, and its budget.

Finally, it was recommended that efforts in favour of children
should apply to all nations; that governments take advantage of the
child's capacity to understand and assimilate without reservation
or prejudice to inculcate in him the sense of solidarity which must
exist among men in order to prepare peace for tomorrow.

Thus, at the end of 1964, UNICEF action will be on a very broad
basis and its purpose will be to help governments define child
problems and prepare solutions.

When one examines the situation of children in the developing
countries today, one is struck by the fact that few studies have been
made of the overall problems concerning the younger generation.
Governments have often established sectoral plans, but without
always providing for their co-ordination. An example of this is
found in those countries which, wishing to raise the intellectual
level of the masses, have given considerable impetus to schooling
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without prior consideration of the consequences, i.e. the integration
of these young people into the economic and social life of the
country. Frequently only a low percentage of them have access
either to secondary or technical schools, or to professional training
in industry, agriculture or administration. These adolescents find
themselves ill-adjusted and out of their element, with neither
opportunity nor hope of a future. They feel it is vain to go back
to a purely manual job since, in their own minds as in those of their
parents, this kind of schooling represented an opening for a better
future. It was their chance to escape. And one can imagine the
consequences which this unrest of the young mind, to whom all
doors are closed, can have for the individual as well as the com-
munity.

In many instances, the different technical aspects of the plan are
not inter-related and it is rare that a general policy has been outlined
in favour of children. Therefore the task which appears to be the
most urgent, and without doubt the most necessary, is to emphasize
the importance of human resources, beginning with the child. In a
development plan this problem must be recognized and studied for
the immediate and more distant future, and governments should
choose the strategic points at which action should be taken today
and tomorrow, having regard to both internal and external resources.

The role of non-governmental organisations

It is within this complex that the role of the Non-Governmental
Organisations can already come into play. In fact, to elaborate a
child policy for a developing country, it is not only necessary to
obtain the services of various administrative departments and
experts, each charged with a particular aspect of the policy, but also
to benefit from the help of those who wish to devote their voluntary
services to the cause of children—those who have undertaken and
directed such work, however modest it may be. In effect, it is from
this co-ordination of intelligence and goodwill that a coherent and
long-term policy for the developing countries can emerge.

This role can be even more important in countries which,
having attained their full industrial and economic development,
can assist the less favoured countries, since it is essential to educate
the public in these countries and to give those with latent and
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declared generosity and goodwill a better understanding of the
problems. Too often the miserable plight of children in the developing
countries is still unknown in Europe. There is a tendency to believe
that the problem is not widespread, that it is not true that so many
children are hungry. The problem is minimised or not fully ap-
preciated.

It would also be appropriate to improve the concept of " assist-
ance " and to replace it by " co-operation ". Whatever their political
or cultural considerations may be, donor governments cannot
expect any gratitude. Their co-operation has to be given without
national pride, in a constructive spirit, and with no other ambition
than that of being useful to the receiving country.

This means that countries which can give considerable aid to
the developing nations should define their policy of co-operation.
The task is certainly a difficult one, because it is essential to disso-
ciate such aid from paternalism or economic interests." There is
need also to reorientate such aid, which is at present being directed
to fields chosen more often by the donor than by the beneficiary.
This results in a pragmatism which the passage of time may correct;
but it contains all the dangers of a symptomatic therapy which would
not necessarily get to the root cause.

It is in this context of co-operation that Non-Governmental
Organisations—through the influence they have in their countries,
their wide media of public information, and not forgetting the
considerable funds they can raise in favour of programmes for
children—can take useful action. But it is also in a more direct
form, and with the stamp of practical action, that the co-operation
of international, national or voluntary child welfare organisations
can be employed.

Three fields seem wide open for direct action of this kind. First
of all, public health. The setting up of networks of maternal and
child health centres, both preventive and curative, in developing
countries, necessitates buildings, staff and equipment. The buildings
need only be simple, constructed in the villages by the inhabitants
themselves. The equipment can be provided by foreign aid; staff
can be trained—and it is in this domain that experts sent to these
countries can play their most important role. With respect to pro-
fessional training, these experts can advise and guide in schools in
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which para-medical staff are trained. There is no limit to this kind
of action, so great are the needs. It is essential, however, that the
experts should have the necessary competence and be familiar with
the problems.

The same considerations apply to feeding and nutrition pro-
grammes, social services, teaching and technical education. The
same needs are apparent everywhere: lack of funds, lack of study
grants, lack of teaching and training material, lack of qualified
teachers and instructors. And here, there is a very wide scope for
every kind of initiative, where private aid can be blended har-
moniously with aid from the Specialised Agencies of the United
Nations (WHO, FAO, UNESCO, ILO, etc.) and governments, whatever
form it may take.

Of course, the groundwork has already been done. Already the
solidarity of private organisations is being demonstrated from one
continent to the next. Such happy initiatives as that of Radda
Barnen and the Freedom from Hunger Campaign (organised with
the support of federations of private organisations, now very
successful in Great Britain, Germany and Switzerland) are beginning
to bear their fruits in most other European countries. But it must
be admitted that we are still a long way from satisfying these needs,
even if it is sought to limit programmes to the essential strategic
points.

Finally there is a field in which Non-Governmental Organizations,
at least some of them, could play a considerable part, namely
international relations between young people. The General Assembly
of the United Nations has passed a resolution inviting governments
to promote among young people the ideals of peace, mutual respect
and understanding between the nations of the world. Different
types of action are currently being studied by UNESCO, and these were
the subject of the recent International Youth Conference in Gre-
noble organised by UNESCO.

The field is thus open to all those who want to enter it. But it
must be admitted that voluntary organisations often lack concrete,
precise information on the kind of collaboration that is asked of
them. Certainly general reports on the living conditions of children
in under-developed countries are becoming more numerous; offers
of direct help are more rare. It is to remedy this situation that the
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United Nations Children's Fund has just taken an initiative which,
it is hoped, will bear fruit: namely, the establishment of a catalogue
listing projects concerned specifically with aid to children, set out
according to country and type of project, with a few words about
each one, showing what is needed and what priority the government
is giving to it. In this list, it is hoped that each voluntary organisa-
tion will find opportunities for concrete action in relation with its
own objectives and enabling it to use its own methods of work.

Pitfalls to be avoided

There are, of course, delicate problems to be solved, the most
important of which is the national pride of the receiving countries
which must be respected at all costs. Each government wants to
remain master in its own country—this is quite natural—and choose
its sources of co-operation in the light of its policy. Cultural ideo-
logical currents exist against which, with the best will in the world,
one cannot do anything; there are political situations which have
to be respected; there are choices determined by sentiment and
without which relationships between peoples and individuals wither
to nought.

We must also put an end to those vague and good intentions
which are never followed by action, which always raise hope and
often bring disappointment. We should not undertake too much
to start with and should be careful not to export those " white
elephants ", as our African friends call them, which tend more to
emphasise the wealth of the donor than to satisfy the essential
needs of the receiver. It is no good thinking that it is possible to
transplant new techniques from the economically developed coun-
tries to the African bush without considerable adaptation. We must
also avoid giving authoritative advice which is not followed by any
practical action... An old French proverb, full of the wisdom of
the people, reminds us that " It is not the counsellor who pays " . . .
The visiting card should not be too obvious on the gift. . . Everyone,
everywhere, likes to receive presents, but " The way of giving is
more important than the present given ", as the proverb says.. .
With the resources available, in money, material and personnel,
action must be directed towards strategic points where it is hoped
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to start a chain reaction. External co-operation should act as a
ferment, as a catalyst or, to borrow another comparison, in the
placid waters of under-development, foreign aid should provoke an
infinite series of ever-widening ripples.

Finally, co-ordination appears indispensable. It must reign at
the time programmes are prepared and order their implementation
in the field. Rivalry and duplication, when so many evils have to be
overcome and so many problems solved, are a useless wastage and
discredit foreign aid.

Thus, and in conclusion, in a world which technology tends to
stifle, mankind must be liberated. Technology should be mobilized
in the service of mankind and, above all, it should be realised that
development need not always have as its aim the production of oil,
kilowatts or cars, but improved living conditions for the peoples
of the world, for whom technology, mastered and controlled, should
provide greater opportunities than in previous centuries.

Internationa] solidarity

What is needed then is the creation throughout the world of
that mutual understanding which inspires solidarity; and this should
start already now, among the younger generation who will lead the
world of tomorrow. Egoism should take fright when faced with
the reactions of those wretched peoples to whom the hope of a
better future might be denied. Thus will spread this key idea—
perhaps the most important of the century—namely: that the
development of the economically backward regions of the world
is a joint undertaking in which all should play their part, and that
this development should have as its object man himself. To reach
these objectives, the human resources of each country must be
developed. Thus, man becomes both the end and the necessary
means of this development. It is by fighting disease, misery and
ignorance, and by developing talents, skills and professional quali-
fications, that the effort to raise the standard of living of peoples
should begin. The injection of capital may be necessary, but it is
never enough in itself. It is often indispensable to send experts—but
the future would be a closed door if each country were not in a
position to train its own qualified personnel.
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From all this one has to draw the inescapable logical con-
clusion. . . . The enhancement of man must begin at the beginning;
that is, with the protection and training of the child. Without that,
there is no salvation. To justify this statement, it is not even necessary
to stress the scientific work of the last 50 years which has shown the
importance of life before and during the first years after birth, in the
physical and mental development of the child and of his personality.
Simple common sense dictates that the foundations on which
man builds his life and his activities within the community and the
country must not be neglected.

If the 18th century was among those which gave humanism
its clearest expression, if the 19th saw the general abolition of
slavery, it seems already that the 20th century will be marked
by the effort towards solidarity between the nations of the world
with a view to guaranteeing the full development of man in peace.
We are of course still only at the beginning of this new era. But
beyond and above narrow egoisms, this call for solidarity finds a
wide echo.

And this duty which the richer nations have, to help the poorer
countries, takes on an even more imperative character when children
are concerned. But it is certain that for this it will be necessary to
overcome the more or less concealed resistances and, by a wide
movement of opinion, persuade the public, the elite and govern-
ments of the necessity for considerably increasing their participation
in this effort.

Moreover, it also seems necessary to convince public opinion
of the necessity, in the child's interest, of a policy for children in
every country...

The role of Non-Governmental Organizations is thus extended
to its maximum dimensions, since they will be able to participate as
much in this policy for children as in the actual implementation of
concrete programmes, enabling the less favoured countries to
benefit from their technical and material resources.

D' G. SICAULT,
Director, European Office, UNICEF
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